
G DECK
TM

BLOCK & BEAM

It is not possible to substitute lower
specification layers in a Gdeck floor so

specification & SAP assessment is assured

All Gdeck designers accurately
calculate U values specific to each floor

configuration at quotation

All Gdeck floors will take permanent 3kN
line loads on maximum beam intervals in

any direction

Gdeck maximises all beam spans across
floor layout

When installed Gdeck is
immediately ready for screeding

Gdeck is installed in one single layer and is
more than 50 times lighter than the equivalent

block

Precise moulded parts give secure
fit with no gaps and is 30% faster to

install

Concrete blocks do not insulate
between the beams needing thicker

insulation

Top sheets can be substituted by
standard readily available sheet

The self weight of blocks remove on average
7 tonnes of capacity from beams on plot

which reduce the beam span

Block weight creates different deflections
in beam centre configuration

NHBC require a cover of blinding cement to
beam and block floors before top sheet can be

applied

Save transporting, carrying and
installing an average 7 tonnes of

blocks per plot

Sheet insulation is not secured to the floor
and can be displaced by high wind prior to

taping of all joints

www.mouldedfoams.com
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Gdeck is designed to fit even coursing
heights and are easily removed and

replaced for NHBC drainage inspections

Gdeck is 100% drawn from standard stocked
product and results in short lead times

Service pipe penetrations are one cut
and the visible rails make it clear which

areas to avoid

Gdeck designs remove estimation
minimising waste

Exact thicknesses of top sheet have further
ground worker costs to make up coursing

heights

Block cutting requires power tools
and increases risks of silicosis for

employees

Estimating tolerances result in
waste and landfill

enquiries@mouldedfoams.com
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